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SECTION – A 

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS :                                    (5 X 2 = 10) 

 

1. Define parameterised curve in   ��. 

2. Define a smooth surface. 

3. When is a map said to be conformal? 

4. Define geodesic curvature. 

5. Define Gaussian curvature. 

SECTION – B 

ANSWER ANY FIVE QUESTIONS :                        (5 X 6 = 30) 

 

6. If � is a unit-speed curve in �� with constant curvature and zero torsion then prove that 

� is a circle. 

7. Given � and �� are open subsets of �� and 	: � � �� is a regular surface patch and 

�: �� � � a bijective smooth map with smooth inverse map ��: �� � � then show that 

	� � 	 � �: �� � �� is a regular surface patch. 

8. If 	: � � �� be a patch of a surface � containing a point � of  � and ��, �� are 

coordinates in �, then prove that the tangent space to � at � is the vector subspace of �� 

spanned by the vectors 	� and 	�. 

9. Prove that �	�  �  	�� � ��� �  ���
�! . 

10. Show that any tangent developable is isometric to a plane. 

11. Obtain the second fundamental form for the surface of revolution 

 	��, �� � �"��� cos �, "��� sin �, (����. 

12. If 	��, �� be a surface patch with first and second fundamental forms then prove that 
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SECTION – C 

ANSWER ANY THREE QUESTIONS :                        (3 X 20 = 60) 

 

13. a)  Show that a parameterised curve  has a unit-speed reparametrisation if and only if it is  

     regular. 

b)  Prove that the curvature of a regular curve ��1� is �� is 

        2 �
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 . 

14. a)  Explain the concept of a smooth map. 

b)  If ": �� � �� be a diffeomorphism and 	� is an allowable surface patch on ��, then  

     show that " � 	� is an allowable surface patch on ��. 

 

15. Prove that a diffeomorphism ": �� � �� is an isometry if and only if, for any surface 

patch 	� of  ��, the patches 	� and " � 	� of  �� and  �� respectively, have the same first 

fundamental form. 

 

16. a)  State and prove Meusnier’s theorem. 

b)  State and prove Euler’s theorem. 

 

17. Show that any point of a surface of constant Gaussian curvature is contained in a patch 

that is isometric to part of a plane, a sphere or a pseudo sphere, 
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